
Best XR Metaverse Development Platform



Total platform for metaverse service 
development

Developers can conveniently implement
a metaverse using MAXVERSE based 
on Unity.

Metaverse service development and 
Metaverse space creation 
tools from real world.



MAXVERSE provides content development tools and 
various APIs to develop metaverse services.

Metaverse service development tool

MAXVERSE provides
a metaverse map.
(Metaverse map will be continuously updated.)

Metaverse space
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MAXVERSE provides
a metaverse map creation tool that
can turn the captured video into a metaverse.

Metaverse space creation tool
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With intuitive XR contents development tool
based on Unity,
you can develop applications conveniently.

Unity plug-in

In MAXVERSE, it is possible to build 
AR applications and VR websites 
with a single authoring on Unity.

Build AR and VR simultaneously

MAXVERSE provides a simulation
where you can test the 
AR applications.

XR simulation

Websites and applications created in MAXVERSE
can correspond to various devices
like smartphones, tablets and smart glasses.

Various device correspondence

Features



You can create an XR navigation system
that can be used both indoors and
outdoors, and experience XR
advertisements in a specific
place in the metaverse.

XR Navigation / Advertisement

Metaverse Experience
You can immerse yourself in various
metaverse experience such as
playing XR games, going to
exhibitions, traveling, and using
social media without any restrictions.

Use Cases 

XR Telecommute
Both the in-office workers and
remote workers can access the
metaverse to communicate with
each other and share videos as if
they were in the same place.



2~3F, 4, Nambusunhwan-ro 351 gil, Gangnam gu, Seoul, Korea (06267)

TEL 82 2-585-9566   FAX 82-2-586-9566   Email maxversehelp@maxst.com

Metaverse is now becoming a part of our daily lives 
as it is used in the workplace, in schools 
or even in the medical sector. 
  
All the tools needed for metaverse development are included
 in MAXVERSE. 
From XR service development tools, APIs, metaverse maps 
to metaverse space creation tools, MAXVERSE has it all.
  
For more information, please contact maxverse.io or 
maxversehelp@maxst.com.

YOUR SPACE BECOMES 
THE METAVERSE!



Total platform for metaverse service 
development

Developers can conveniently implement
a metaverse using MAXVERSE based 
on Unity.

Metaverse service development and 
Metaverse space creation 
tools from real world.


